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● Provides a detailed chronology of this much loved painter's work

Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851), 'the painter of light', was the most important English painter of the age of
Romanticism. He merged his observation of natural phenomena with a particular attention to the atmospheric and an
extraordinary, transformative visionary talent.
After portrayals of the English countryside in the topographical tradition, such as Frosty Morning, (1813, London, Tate
Britain), experiences such as his Grand Tour of Italy, where he much admired the light and scenery of the landscape, led
Turner to paint canvasses in which light is rendered with dense impastos, as in Snow Storm - Steam-Boat off a Harbour's
Mouth (1842, London, Tate Britain), and the celebrated Rain, Steam, and Speed - The Great Western Railway (1844,
London, National Gallery) - an expressive treatment of a strongly contemporary theme.
The book includes works from National Gallery, London (2); National Maritime Museum (Greenwich), London; Tate Britain,
London (8); University Museum, Liverpool; Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland; Museum of
Arts, Dallas; National Gallery of Arts, Washington.

The Timeline Series
Every book in the Timeline series offers a concise, striking visual chronology of its subject, whether this is the evolution of a
single painter's style or the changing face of an entire movement in art, fashion or design.
Despite first appearances, these are not like other books - each title pulls out to become an innovative two-sided guide.
On the front, the Timeline shows you sixteen key images in chronological order - for example, excerpts from the crucial
works of a particular artist, or details from evolving stages of an era in design. At a glance, you see a clear visual path
through the development of the subject.
On the back you will find all the detail - entire reproductions of the pieces discussed, succinct explorations of their context,
meaning and history written by experts, biographies of the artists, and more.
The Timeline series offers a fresh, simple visual reference that is ideal for art-lovers, casual visitors to museums and art
galleries, and students - anyone who wants to see clearly how artistic styles evolve and change over time.

Forthcoming titles in the series:
Titian ISBN 9781851495467
Rembrandt ISBN 9781851495474
Avant Garde ISBN 9781851495535
50s Fashion ISBN 9781851495511
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